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Thirty-two  paintings depicting the Kansas Flint Hills 
will be on sale in the Art and Silent Auction Tent  at the 
Symphony.  Drama at Sunset, by artist Deb Schroer, was 
selected as the winning entry for the commemorative 
2010 Symphony in the Flint Hills limited edition print.  
Half of the proceeds of the silent auction sale is tax- 
deductible in accordance with the provision of IRS 501 
(c) 3 rules as a donation to  Symphony in the Flint Hills.
Symphony in the Flint Hills - 
2010 Artists
The 2010 artists and their work(s) are as follows:
Kim Casebeer Ribbon of Road; Turn of Fall
Allan Chow Morning View
Cheryl Cusick Blue Cohosh; Scarlet Bergamot
Jo Flager  Rolling Prairie Hills; West of Fox Creek School
Hugh Greer Posts II
Lisa Grossman Winter Hills; Konza
Dana Hassett Tallgrass Sonata; The Legacy
Rich Hayek North-County Road; Tallgrass Morning
Stan Herd One Mile from Cottonwood Falls
Cally Krallman Grazing at Twilight
Jamie Lavin Crisp Morning-The Flint Hills; Return of the Bison
Judy Mackey Prairie King; Slicker Weather
Mary Mayfield Clearing Again; Out of Cottonwood
Duane Michael Flint Hills-Near and Far#2; Flint Hills at Sunset
Cher Olson Fall in the Flint Hills of Kansas; Peaceful Prairie
Gary Ozias Evening Symphony; Vast Prairie
Deb Schroer Drama at Sunset; Flint Hills Burn
Cathie Thompson Distant Rain; Sunlit Prairie
Cara Weeks Bison  
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D R A M A  A T  S U N S E T
Deb Schroer
The challenge of capturing the majesty of the Flint Hills outside 
of the mind’s eye lies somewhere between the slightest nuance 
and the boldest swath. There are a few great Kansas artists who 
intrinsically know exactly where we live and why; here we see 
the prairie beautifully celebrated under Schroer’s sky.
Connie Bonfy, Juror
Executive Director
Salina Arts & Humanities Commission
